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NOTE ON INVERSE BRBMSSTRAHUINGIN A STRONG ELECTROMAGNETICFIELD

by

H. A, Bethe

ABSTRACT

The collisionalenerm loss of an electron under~oin~ forced oscil-
lation in an electromsgne;icfield behaves quite diff&en~ly in the low”
and high intensity limits. In the caae where the thermal velocity vt is
much larger than V. = eEo/mW the rate at which the electron transfers
energy to the random motion of the medium is proportional to v:. It ifl

shown that in the caae of an electromagneticfield V. >> Vt the rate of
transfer is much
field.

Suppose an electron is subject

electromagnetic(laser)field

Ex = E. Cos Wt .

slower, and actually decreases with the s~rength of the

ta a strong

(1)

Then, in the absence of couplingwith the medium

(ions and background electrons),and neglecting

relativisticeffects, the electron will execute

simple harmonic motion with velocity

v =V sin wt
x o

where v = eEo/mu is the “driven velocity”.
o

How will the large electron energy which

the motion (2), be transmittedto the medium?

shall dfsregardhere the plasma instabilities

(2)

is in

I

al-

though I believe that in reality theee are probably

the most importantmechanism. I shall.confine my-

self to collisionswith individual atoms, ions or

background electrons,both elastic and inelastic.

The elastic collisions in the field of an atom or

ion are “inverse bremsstrahlung”. The atoms or

ions may be assumed to be at rest for our purposes.

The transport elastic cross section between

P an electron of velocity v and an ion of charge Z

is

.
(3)

where

e 2Ze2.—
min 2

mv b
mex

(3a)

and b-x is the maximum impact parameter, approxi-

mately half the dietance between ions. The !tnin

(3) 1s of the order 10, its exact value and depend-

ence on v are unimportant. Forv=candZ=l,

u =lo-23cm2 .
t

The rate of collisions per unit time in a medium

containingNa atoms per cm3 is

y = NaUtV = AV-3

(4)

(5)

where A can be obtained from (3).

Clearly, the electron moving according to (2)

will collide mostly when its velocity v is small,

i.e. close to the turning points of its motion. By

these colli’sione,it will be deflected, and will

acquire a random velocity in the yz-plane, the

energy for this being drawn from its ordered veloci-

ty in the x-direction. We call the random motion

in the yz-plane the “thermal” motion, with velocity

Vt“ Then the energy gaine; per unit time by the

thermal motion, at the cost of the directed motion,

will be roughly proportional to

1



d (+ v:

7’ Y+ .
2 v~

(v:+ Vt)

The first part of this equation states

(6)

that Y is the

rate at which kinetic energy in the x-directionis

converted into random motion kinetic energy. In the

second part, we have used (5), and set v =

We insert (2) into (6) and integrate over a

quarter period of the x-mntion,

If Vt << Vo, the integral can be evaluated approxi-

mately and gives

(Av:)4,

Therefore the

is

()

i(v:)
.—
dt Av =

(
=++ l?n~

o ‘t

(
v

-& 9.n=i-
0 ‘t

secular change

‘n

)i-h 4-l

If, on the other hand, V. <<

)!?J14-1 . (8)

of the random energy

(V. >> Vt) . (9)

then tiehave the
‘t‘

usual caae of inverse bremsstrahlung,and the

average of (6) gives simply

(–)
d(V:) V:12

dt Av ‘A~=~YtVo (V. << vt) . (lOa)

t

The correct value, obtained by elementary

ations, is

(–)
tj(+ AV2

2=<
dt Av = ‘tvo (V. << Vt) .

‘t

consider-

(10)

The differencebetween (9) and (10) is striking.

In the usual case (10), the energy transferredto

random motion is proportional to v;, hence to the

energy of the incident electromagneticfield. For

a strong field, (9) states that the energy absorbed

goes inversely as Vo; the stronger the field, the

less energy is absorbed. Further, (9) is nearly

independentof the thermal energy already present,
-3

Vt. while (10) goes as Vt . Clearly, as long as the

thermal velocity is less than the driven velocity,

much less energy is absorbed from the incident

electromagneticwave than the “classical”formula

(10) would indicate.

It is easy to calculate the rate at which the

thermal velocity approaches the driven velocity.

Keeping v~ constant, and using (5), (9) may be

written

()
2

d ‘t.—
dt

v:
+(vo)( ) (11)

where Y(vo) = Av~3 and ( ) is the parenthesisin

(9). Using v. = c, and (4), and setting ( ) = 1 on

the average, we get

()
2

d vt=2——
dt v:

o 10-13Na. (ha)

21
Assuming Na = 10 , a typical critical density for

laser light, the time required for Vt to reach V. is

5 nanoseconds, i.e. quite long.

Relativistic generalizationshould be eaay, and

we must expect that the time required for energy

absorption is even longer. Of course, once Vt = Vo,

the usual absorption rate (10) becomes valid, and

the thermal velocity can become much larger than the—

driven one if the electromagneticwave continues to

act.

INELASTIC COLLISIONS

Energy can be lost, both from the ordered and

the rsndom motion of the electrons, also by ine-

lastic collisinna. We estimate the number of ion-

izing

which

collisionsby taking the atopping power to be

2 MeV per glcmz (12)

correspondsabout to minimum ionization in D2.

.
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Taking again Na = 1021/cm3,we have j)= 3 , 10-3

gfcms. Taking then 30 ev for the energy required

to make an ion, we get 200 ions per cm. Each ion-

izing collisioncreates a new electronwhich again

acquires the velocity (2). After traversingL cm,
200!?

the number of electronswill be e . Complete

ionizationwill be achieved if the number of elec-

trons is JO; for this the electrons need to travel

about % cm. At velocity of light, this requirea

about 10 picosecond,

Excitation of discrete states is possible if

the atoms are not completelystripped which is

possible for heavy materials. For neutral atoms,

we

be

take the energy loss by inelastic

again given by (12). The density

collisions to

is roughly

P=3”1O -24 Naz glcm3 (13)

hence the inelasticenergy loss per unit time, for

velocity c:

()dEx =2.106 .3” 10-24 NaZc
Inel

= 2 “ 10-7 NaZ ev/sec.

To

It

compare with (ha),

().ldE——
2 dt ~nel

mc

we write this in the form

.

should be remembered,

4 “ 10-13 NaZ . (14)

however, that for atoms of

charge Z, Eq. (3) has

be replaced by

a factor 22, so (ha) should

()2d ‘t——
dt .-2

= 2 “ 10-13 NaZ2 . (llb)

\ ‘o /cOul

Only for large Z can we expect the atoms to be not

completely stripped, and if they are partfally

atripped, Z in (14) should be replaced by z

minus the number of bound electrons in each atom.

Thus in general, the Coulomb collisions (inverse

bremsstrahlung)discussed in the main part of this

report will cause a stronger energy leas from the-.
“driven” motion (and thus from the electromagnetic

wave) than the inelastic ones, at least after com-

plete ionizationhas been achieved.

CONCLUSION

Energy absorption from a very intense electro-

magnetic wave by ordinary atomic processes is very

slow, especially for Z = 1. To achieve rapid ab-

sorption, collective instabilitiesare required.

CM~b~:33(l(25)
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